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Abstract. This paper looks at the integration of human agents into
composite workflows. Rather than using existing Worklist based mechanisms, it proposes a reputation recommendation based scheme based
on data mining techniques used to analyse both passive and active ‘gestures’ within a system. The scheme provides a more flexible and effective
solution to message routing than that in common use and gives more
support to the agents engaged in the process.
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Introduction

The integration of human agents into composite business applications is an essential part of complex information systems development. As the reach of Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) extends to touch a wider variety of problem domains, the manner in which human agents are integrated and the mechanisms
of interaction are becoming increasingly important. During the design and execution phase of a business process, when a human agent is required, a Worklist
metaphor is widely used. Whilst this approach would be perfectly adequate for
a problem domain where the human agents were relatively unskilled, it is not
the optimal solution where expertise is required.
This paper proposes a novel approach to the integration of human agents
into a composite business process. Rather than a Worklist structure to route
the workflow messages to any human agent, a reputation metaphor will be presented. This Reputation-based Message Routing (RMR) metaphor is based on
the principle of observing passive and active gestures made within a system by
the human agents and mining that data. From this information it is possible
to make reputation based recommendations for routing of messages in a more
flexible manner and to provide support for the human agents to create ad hoc
‘sub-process’ reputation based recommendations which facilitate a higher quality
of problem and exception resolution within the business process.
The paper will look first at the problem of human integration and at existing
approaches, specifically the simplistic human agent integration approach used
most widely. Following this a new approach to the integration of human agents
into a composite process will be discussed. Finally, some conclusions on the
suggested architectural style and points of discussion will be presented.
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Current Human Agent Metaphor:

This section of the paper will provide an overview of current methodologies for
composite applications and human agents as part of a business process. The
paper will then look at the BPEL4People proposal and the problem domain
that it encompasses. Finally, there will be a more detailed look at the current
Worklist metaphor used today and its conceptual limitations.
2.1

Composite Business Processes

Composite Business Processes are multi-step workflows, also known as composite applications, within the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) context. Many
composite workflows involve both human agents and web services. The orchestration of the services is by means of a workflow language and an execution
engine. When human agents are integrated into a SOA solution, a new level
of complexity is introduced. Rather than the system concerning itself with just
modelling data and control messages between disparate services, the choice of
which human agent and what data with which to present them becomes a concern
of prime importance.
2.2

Human Agents

The de facto standard in the language to express the design and execution phase
of a business process is WS-BPEL (Web Services Business Process Execution
Language). BPEL is an XML [1] language and is a notation for defining business processes via Web Services, which has the concept of adapters as a communication mechanism to connect two disparate services. The adaptors act as an
abstraction layer between services. IBM and SAP BPEL have put forward an
extension to BPEL to try and address the issue of integrating human agents into
web service based processes, BPEL4People [2]. This is proposed as an extension
to WS-BPEL. Recently, BPEL4People has been reinvigorated by the addition
of support from Adobe, via their LiveCycle ES product [3]. It should be noted
that this work is far from a standard and not complete.
2.3

Worklist Metaphor

In the context of SOA, an agent is defined as an abstraction for a human interacting with a composite application. As most SOA solutions are concerned
with the orchestration of computer based web services, a mechanism must be in
place for the integration of human agents. The concept of a Worklist, or Human
Worklist Services (HWS) [4], presents one unified web service for the interaction
of human agent processes [5]. The approach is modelled as a First In First Out
(FIFO) queue. This approach raises some fundamental conceptual issues.
Worklists makes any human interaction with the workflow at a one stage
removed level. As the orchestration message is passing to a generic interface,

the Worklist, no information about the individual human agent is accessible.
When the workflow message has been passed to the Worklist abstraction, a
complex monitoring solution would need to be part of the service in order to
allow the parent process to trap any unforeseen errors. As the Worklist FIFO
queue separates any concept of orchestration of a specific agent from the process
itself, compromises must be made. On the outside of the Worklist abstraction, the
parent process must assume that any human agent will be interchangeable and
atomic. From the inside, there is typically no concept of spawning sub-processes
from an assigned task nor any interaction between agents. These issues are likely
to lead towards tightly coupled relationships in human processes which will, in
turn, lead to brittle solutions. There is also a more fundamental concern, the
lack of the concept of the system finding the most appropriate human agent
within the system - the problem is outsourced.
The fundamental premise of the Worklist metaphor is predicated on one from
which SOA itself is built, that of small, contained, replaceable units that will
execute one atomic unit of work. In simple problem domains, such as logistics,
the Worklist atomic human agent unit of work would be entirely appropriate.
In a more complex domain, the Worklist architecture does not provide a rich
enough vocabulary to express the needs of a flexible workflow. The next section
of this paper will present a new approach, that of Reputation-based Message
Routing, and discusses how this approach may answer the limitations faced by
the Worklist metaphor.
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Reputation as a Metaphor:

In the previous section, this paper outlined the main thrust of current approaches
to the integration of human agents into composite services. In this section, a
new approach will be presented: that of RMR. First, in order to put some of
the fundamental building blocks of this framework in place, the key concept of
gesture analysis will be presented. A more detailed look at the cross cutting
lifecycle applications will then be discussed. Finally, an overview of an early
prototype of this system will be described to put the architectural approach in
context.
All example scenarios in this section are based in the problem domain currently being explored experimentally, that of integrating the RMR approach in
a software development testing workflow. This domain presents two specific advantages for this research. Depending on the specific project being analysed,
there exists a large amount of electronic data, which can be mined. Secondly,
the nature of interactions in this context is likely to be complex and unique so
will therefore present a rich ground for analysis.
3.1

Gestures

One of the fundamental building blocks of a reputation-based system is that
of gesture analysis. Gestures fall into two categories, that of a passive or that

of an active gesture. A passive gesture is defined as the observation of human
agents’ interaction with a system. In the experimental scenarios, a common data
artefact is a mailing list. From this pre-existing data set, on the assumption that
the development group is not newly formed, a large data set of passive gestures
may be mined. One rich source is that of the textual content itself.
Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques [6], the nature of the
content may be found. Nature, in this context, will be evinced as indexed keywords which will then be analysed by such techniques as frequency analysis,
clustering and cross set correlation. A richer aspect of this data set can be found
by the dynamic analysis of the threading and aggregation of such data. From
this data, patterns of key terms will cluster around both related data and the
human agents who interacted with the system.
An active gesture is defined as a directed input, or assertion, by a human
agent to a system. These forms of active gesture are domain specific. The RMR
architecture described in the following section provides a lightweight, low impact and broadly applicable mechanism for capturing both passive and active
gestures. Rather than requiring significant upfront retooling work [7], the RMR
system builds the mechanism for data capture into one of its own subsystems.
Using a wrapper and parser modular approach, the RMR system can monitor
user agent generated text content via multiple input methods, such as RFC2822
or ticketing systems. The text content can then be analysed by the system and
subsequently modelled. This approach facilitates adoption, as no changes are required from an infrastructure perspective, only in the human agents themselves.
Two examples of such active gestures are tagging and directed messages. By
combining both active and passive gesture data, a richer quality of information
can be captured and subsequently modelled. From this analysis, more knowledge about the human agents within the system can be elicited and a reputation
generated.

Tagging and Directed Messages An approach, which has gained quick adoption in the Web 2.0 community, is that of tagging. A tag is a one or multi word
descriptor to add metadata to a data object. With tagging, rather than having a
predetermined ontology, the users of the resource add metadata, in the form of
tags, to each data item. This user generated metadata is know as a folksonomy
[8], an amalgam of the words folk and taxonomy. Rather than having a rigid,
predetermined categorisation hierarchy, there is a flat structure.
The second active gesture concept is that of directed messages, popularised
by the micro-blogging company Twitter [9]. Within a body of text, by using a
specific lightweight syntax, a human agent may make an assertion to another
human agent that they should be contacted about this context of data, as they
would either be interested or have previous experience in the subject area. This
deferral can provide information on a network of relationships of knowledge and
from this, a more detailed graph of interactions can be leveraged.

Multi-Aspect Flexibility The RMR metaphor has many cross cutting applications and cross lifecycle uses. The analysis of both passive and active gestures,
from a combination of data sources, provides a deep and wide data set from
which insight into the executions of flexible workflows can be gleaned. By using
variants of name disambiguation algorithms [10, 11] within the RMR system and
the correlation of disparate data sets, the patterns of human agent to human
agent and human agent to web service interaction will create a reputation profile
for each agent. The human agent reputation profile has many potential applications. The most obvious is that of message routing as part of a larger workflow,
i.e. selecting the most appropriate agent for the job via a reputation algorithm.
There are three more subtle areas of potential application, that of agent support,
agent interaction and forecasting.
One of the shortcomings of the Worklist metaphor, presented in the previous section, was the representation of human agents as singular atomic units of
work. The RMR metaphor allows and encourages real world scenarios of complex
lightweight ad hoc sub-processes that occur between human agents. By utilising
well understood data mining techniques [12, 13], analysis of ad hoc sub-processes
is possible. This technique will enable greater flexibility in human agent methodologies. By encouraging actively the interaction between human agents and the
system itself, via active gestures, a rich layer of reputation data will be gathered.
Blending this data into the reputation system as a whole will enable the system to be more effective in its first reputation recommendation phase [14, 15]. A
by-product will be exposing this data to the agents, facilitating better support
tools for their work. The third potential application of the RMR metaphor is
that of forecasting. By treating human agents as complex, socially interacting
people, rather than atomic events, the system can provide data on the current
personnel requirements of the workflow executions. From this data, analysis can
provide training or hiring requirements from actual data to future-proof the
specific problem domain.
3.2

Prototype Architectural Overview

To test fully the ideas presented so far, a prototype RMR based system is currently under construction. The prototype is being constructed from a wide application reuse perspective, rather than relying on direct access to a database.
This means that the prototype will be a general-purpose framework within the
constraints of the system. The prototype is a client server architecture, based on
a LAMP stack. The interface for the client will be based upon REST APIs so
will support multiple client type interactions.

Fig. 1. Reputation-based Message Routing high level architectural overview

As can be seen from figure 1, the three types of currently supported data
types are RFC 2822 (mailing list mbox format), Subversion (SVN) and the Trac
ticketing system. The choice of these three data sources was based on significant
popularity in open source development and therefore a widespread adoption.
Use Case To put the prototype in context, a brief use case within the test
scenario will be described. This use case will demonstrate active gesture analysis,
combined with historical passive analysis to recommend an authoritative voice
in the problem domain.

Fig. 2. Reputation-based Message Routing use case

The primary actors in this use case are:
– Admin: the administrator of the project
– Developer A: the developer currently working on an issue
– Developer B: a developer with previous experience in the domain
Scenario: Developer A has just been hired to work on the project and has
no previous knowledge of the expertise of other developers working within the
project. Developer A does, however, have expertise in the problem domain. The
administrator assigns Developer A a new task. Developer A, after careful analysis
of the problem, asserts some classification tags in a mailing list post discussing
the issue. From this, the Reputation-based Message Routing system makes a
suggestion to Developer A of another developer in the project who has previous

experience in this type of problem (Developer B). Developer A in their next post
to the mail thread sends a direct message to Developer B, an active assertion.
Developer B then participates in the thread and the issue is now resolved in a
more expedient and flexible manner.
Preconditions: In order for passive analysis to occur, there must be a preexisting body of data to analyse. These data sources must conform to open
standards, or have custom parsing and pre-processing modules constructed for
them. For this event to occur, a new task must be assigned by the administrator.
Also, more than one developer must be working on the project.
Postconditions: The task must be closed in order for this process to terminate
successfully. From the new gesture data generated in this process, the RMR
system will act upon this to build further profile data for future instantiations
of the submitting procedure.
State of Prototype Currently, the prototype is working towards building an
aggregated view on the three data sources which can be gathered, via custom
parsers, into the RMR system. From this data and the subsequent data mining,
disambiguation and NLP techniques, a wide set of passive analysis is being
undertaken. The system is also being fitted with active gesture input via the
pre-processing modules, which will enable human agents to add further gesture
data to the system. The results of this data will be in two phases. First, for the
system to be able to make Reputation-based Message Routing suggestions which
will improve the quality of the selection of human agents. The second phase will
be enabling the human agents to feedback information directly into the system,
via active gestures, which will make a more effective relationship between the two
phases of the lifecycle of the workflow. This cross cutting approach will increase
the quality of interaction between the human agents and the system, provide
previously unavailable metrics of the social interaction in ad hoc sub-processes
and enable a more flexible holistic workflow execution.
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Conclusions and Future Work:

This paper has presented the current state of integrating human agents into
workflow systems. It has also shown the potential limitations of the Worklist
metaphor and the brittle interactions that can ensue. The RMR architecture
provides a novel approach to this problem space and enables a more natural human style of interaction to a composite workflow with potentially wide ranging
implications. The dual approach of combining both passive and active gestures
and the subsequent analysis has shown that human agent integration into a complex workflow can be significantly improved. The initial work from the prototype
provides a firm foundation from which to build a larger set of results that will
validate this approach. The prototype also provides evidence that a generalised,
reusable architecture is viable. The prototype is a clearly bounded problem domain, so many of the algorithmic approaches would need to be modified to apply

to different situations. The fundamental approach would be applicable to many
domains where complex human agent interaction is required.
The approach opens up interesting questions on cross lifecycle interaction
between human agents and web services. It also proposes a novel mechanism for
gathering metrics about real world usage. Finally, it proposes in depth mining
of information from both passive and active gestures of attention to enable the
RMR system to learn and therefore provide a more flexible workflow.
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